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Techniques: 

 figure 8 cast on 

 knit in the round 

 knit back front 

 simple cables 

 short rows 

 

Materials: 

 100g sock yarn of your choice. I used 

Steinbach Sockenwolle 

(165m/180yrds per 50g) in black. 

Gauge: 24 sts = 4inch/10cm. 

 

 5 dpns (or one long cable needle, if 

you prefer magic loop knitting) 

size 2mm (US 0) ... or needles to 

suit your yarn choice. 

 

 stitch markers (one for the end of 

the round and two for the 

beginning and end of the pattern). 

 

Size:  

 Women’s S/M (EU 36-38), instructions for making bigger/smaller sizes are given in 

the pattern. 

 

When my Grandmother could no longer knit due to her arthritis, she gave me her knitting 

patterns. Coming from a remote village in the Austrian Alps and spending her entire life in a 

slightly less remote village, she never needed much of a pattern to knit beautiful traditional 

cabled socks, jumpers and pullovers. But she had stitch dictionaries – two old and battered 

booklets – and passed them on to me. 

Traditional cabled knee high socks tend to overflow with pattern and often look very old-

fashioned. I decided to use one of the patterns in a simpler, more modern way, to make it 

more wearable and easier to combine with other garments than Dirndl or Kniebundhosn. 



The pattern is a toe-up sock pattern and contains both written instructions and a chart for the 

cabled part.  

Notes on the pattern: 

The pattern is of the toe-up variation. If you have never knitted a toe-up-sock, now is a great 

opportunity to start. The beginning is fiddly, but it has the great advantage that you can try 

the sock on and decide on the number of stitches required for the foot as you go. Another 

advantage of toe-up socks is that you can knit them as high as your ball of yarn will take you. 

No fretting over the possibility that you might run out of material before the toe is closed. The 

downside is that the toe tends to be less beautifully rounded. 

The pattern sports a short row heel. I used the wonderfully clear and easy instructions by 

Wendy Johnson (http://wendyjohnson.net/blog/sockpattern.htm). I like to knit this kind of 

heel because I find it easier than a traditional one, I need less needles and less counting (a 

lifesaver, if your sock projects tend to be you outdoor- or social projects) and especially when 

working with stripes or self-striping yarn, the colourway is not disturbed. The downside is 

that the instep is not as wide. 

Of course, you can just take the cable pattern, your favourite sock recipe and knit these socks 

as you see fit.  If you plan to use this pattern for a project that is not knit in the round, keep in 

mind that every row contains cabled stitches (also wrong side rows).  

Enjoy. 

 

*   *   * 

 

TOE 

Using a figure-8-cast-on (see this excellent explanation on knitty.com: 

http://knitty.com/ISSUEwinter02/FEATtiptoptoes.html), cast on 28 sts (= 14 per needle). 

Start knitting as follows: 

1: k all, dividing sts to 4 needles as you go. Now you still have 28 sts, but on 4 needles (= 7 sts 

per needle). Continue to knit in the round. 

2: [k1, kbf, k to end of needle; k to second to last st on next needle,  kbf, k1]x2 

3: k all 

 

Continue rounds 2-3 until you have a total of 56 sts (=14 sts per needle) or until the sock, 

when tried on, barely fits over your toes. If the little toe still sticks out, your sock will be 

pleasantly tight. 

 

FOOT 

Right and left socks are knitted differently, not only regarding the placement of the pattern, 

but also the pattern itself. 

 



 

For the right sock, place the pattern on the 2nd needle. The following is the set-up row: 

Needle 1: k  

needle 2: k3, PM, p3, ktbl, p3, ktbl, p3, PM (if you are working with a different number of sts 

than given in the example, just make sure the pattern goes right up to the end of the 2nd 

needle) 

needle 3 & 4: k 

 

Start pattern: 

1: k to M, p3, CBK, p2, ktbl, p3, k to end 

2: k to M, p3, ktbl, CFP, p1, ktbl, p3, k to end 

3: k to M, p3, ktbl, p1, CFP, ktbl, p3, k to end 

4: k to M, p3, ktbl, p2, CFP, p3, k to end 

5: k to M, p3, ktbl, p3, ktbl, p3, k to end 

 

pppwpppwppp 5 
pppOQppwppp 4 
pppwOQpwppp 3 
pppwpOQwppp 2 
pppwppaQppp 1 
 

Knit a total of 14 pattern repeats (for a size M sock) or until the sock is about 4cm shorter 
than your foot. 

 

For the left sock, place the pattern on the 1st needle. The following is the set-up row: 

Needle 1: PM, p3, ktbl, p3, ktbl, p3, k to end 

needle 2, 3 & 4: k 

 

Start pattern: 

1: p3, ktbl, p2, CFK, p3, k to end 

2: p3, ktbl, p1, CBP, ktbl, p3, k to end 

3: p3, ktbl, CBP, p2, ktbl, p3, k to end 

4: p3, CBP, p3, ktbl, p3, k to end 

5: p3, ktbl, p3, ktbl, p3, k to end 

 

pppwpppwppp 5 
pppwppqOppp 4 
pppwpqOwppp 3 
pppwqOpwppp 2 
pppqappwppp 1 
 
Knit a total of 14 pattern repeats (for a size M sock) or until the sock is about 4cm shorter 
than your foot. 



HEEL  

The short row heel is knit over needle 3 and 4 in rows, not rounds. Put all sts of needles 3 and 

4 on one needle (= 28 sts). The method used here is wendy’s toe-up sock pattern 

(http://wendyjohnson.net/blog/ockpattern.htm). 

1: k to last stitch, sl last st with yarn in front of work (=wrap), turn 

2: slip 1st st, p to last st, wrap and turn 

3: slip 1st st, k to last st before unworked st, wrap and turn 

4: slip 1st st, p to last st before unworked st, wrap & turn 

Continue in this manner until you have 8 wrapped & turned sts on each side, and 12 “normal” 

sts in between (or an appropriate ratio, if you are working with a different stitch count). p one 

more row, so that your next row is a knit row. 

1: k to first wrapped st, pick up the wrap and k the 2 threads together, wrap the next st, turn 

2: slip 1st st, p to first wrapped st, pick up the wrap and p together, wrap the next st, turn 

3: slip 1st st, k to wrapped st, pick up and k the 2 threads together, wrap the next st, turn 

Repeat row 2 and 3 until you have worked up all the wrapped stitches and again have 28 sts 

on your needle. Divide again to 2 needles and, together with the food sts, continue to work in 

the round again. To avoid holes where heel and foot meet, pick up one sts between needle 2 

and 3 and between needle 4 and 1 and knit them together in the following round. 

 

LEG 

After the heel is finished, continue to knit in the round, working the pattern as before. After a 

total of 26 pattern repeats, knit 30 rounds in k2p2. Cast off loosely.  

*   *   * 

Abbreviations and symbols: 

k  knit 
P p purl 
kbf 
  

“knit back front” – knit first into the back of the sts, then into the front, 
before you remove the sts from the left needle. You now have 2 sts where 
there was one. 

ktbl w knit through back loop 
k2tog  knit 2 together 
PM  place marker 
CFK 
 

aQ  cable front knit – hold the st towards you, knit the next st through the 
backloop, replace held st and knit through backloop 

CFP 
 

OQ cable front purl – hold the st towards you, purl the next st, replace held st 
and knit through backloop 

CBK 
 

qa cable back knit – hold st behind your work, knit the next st through the back 
loop, replace held st and knit through back loop 

CBP 
 

qO cable back purl – hold st behind your work, knit next st through backloop, 
preplace and purl next st 

 

This pattern is for private use only. Please do not distribute or resell without written consent of the 

designer. www.knotart.wordpress.com        Pattern by Julia Weiss/tryphina 2011 

http://www.knotart.wordpress.com/

